"Eco-Social Development @ venture- 2012 spring," organized by
Esensee Network
Many organizations, professionals, people that understand the value of being Eco-Social innovator
gathered in Split, Croatia to start an intensive 16 day program, to learn more about social
enterprises through Croatia’s Cities, hearing that from people who had experienced and given a
great contribution to Ecology, involving social values everywhere possible.
I was representing my NGO, the Association for Local Rural Development in Macedonia, sharing
experiences and explaining our work as others did representing there own organizations.

First three days happening in Split, were completed with different kind of lectures that gave as the
opportunity to see how much we know about starting “something new” and how easy, when a will
exists great ideas can become reality. First participants had to explain to everyone else their goals
and mission, many interesting minds and ideas could be heard, very inspiring atmosphere and
conditions of work. After we went to visit “Healthy City” which was part of the esensee network and
welcomed us in Split the first day of our trip, where we had lectures about: International Cluster
and Academy development business models, after had an Interaction dessert: discussion on
possible longer-term exchange and cooperation opportunities. Among others we also were
introduced by details for the Croatia’s capacities, origin, and history. The main topics of “Healthy
City” were:
Healthy and sustainable community development
Healthy lifestyles promotion
Health and the world of labor (international Congress)
Primary prevention.
Another place we visited were the Radosic villages, where we saw the implemented project of
„Stella Polaris“ about Protection and reviatalization of the Radosic Area, the Ecological Education
Parc „Gradina“, and the Ecological Education Centre „Stella Polaris“.

Agenda sends us to Varazdin and Cakovec; there lessons started with presentations by esensee
members in Cakovec such as ACT „Autonomous Centre - ACT an association of citizens that works
on information, counseling, training and other forms of support for the development of
civil society, eco-social economy and culture of free and socially engaged arts.” We visited there
offices and had the chance to see how they have implemented there project of social eco social
enterprises in a perfect way. Humana Nova was the next enterprise also managed by people of
Cakovec and the esensee network, actually it was the best example of an eco social enterprise we
could see. Humana Nova “is a new social enterprise that promotes employment of
people with disabilities and other socially excluded people through the manufacture and sale of
high quality and innovative textile products from organic and recycled materials for domestic and

overseas markets.” By seeing how these kind of enterprises work on practice, participants were
satisfied and well introduced to social enterprises innovative methods.
Very important and interesting topic was also the “Social Accounting & Audit & the Social Audit
Network” mentioning the problems and challenges but also the benefits, followed by a case study
example.

Third welcoming city was Osijek, the fourth largest city in Croatia. It is the largest city and the
economic and cultural centre of the eastern Croatian region of Slavonia, as well as the
administrative centre of Osijek-Baranja county. Osijek is located on the right bank of the
river Drava. As it has such a great geographical position, we were lucky to see a lot of Green
examples that helped us on our study trip experiences.

Slap – “Society for Creative Development Waterfall from Osijek organization is engaged in
development projects that encourage social employment, social responsibility, cross-sectoral
cooperation, and through its training center for the sustainability of civil society” , hosted us while
being in Osijek. Topics covered there, were: Marketing examples and presentations, Public
Relations by Ante Vekic, and also a more detailed presentation about Slap and it’s work through Eco
Social Economy.
On the other side, except the lectures, visits and learning we also did some concrete tasks, such as
the one in Kopacki Rit, close to Osijek. There, our group had to be part of a let’s call it exercise, in

which we had our leader who we followed in realizing our goal, to find some tools we needed in
order to sail by the river of Kopacki Rit and find a bottle that was hidden between the reed. Many
other experiences of this kind joined us in Osijek.

Each city had it’s own best enterprise, the one I would elect from Osijek is “Zvono” there goal is “to
improve the association Bell, lives of children and youth with developmental disabilities, and help
parents with involvement in the social welfare and education - the education process. Improving
quality of life and job satisfaction, cultural and educational needs of Bell's one of their end goals in
their curriculum. The development of social and other skills required for active involvement in
community life user associations, and encouraging independence and employment support to users
as to promote the inclusion of quality solutions for customers.”
Our visit to Osijek ended there. On our way to Dubrovnik, we stopped in Zagreb as well, the
Croatian capital city, in Zagreb a store for baby diapers (produced with eco materials, that could be
used many times, because they were made from cotton and other healthy materials which do not
damage the environment and are also very healthy for the babies).

Next day, we were in Dubrovnik and then there was some space at the agenda of about two hours to

have coffee and relax before travelling to Bari, Italy.
At the 4th of June, after we left Croatia, now we were with other esensee partners in Bari, Italy.
There, our host in Mola di Bari was ELPENDU, the consortium of social cooperatives, what made the
tour different then, was the language; we had the great pleasure of having Italian professors
presenting us the Italian enterprises examples by which we also learned some Italian language
words. Most of the time we had lectures in Mola di Bari, than after we visited Mesagne a town
where we saw different Social Enterprises and were introduced with there projects and work. As in
Croatia, also in Italy side seeing was part of the agenda, so we went to Alberobello where Trulli
houses were best known and protected by Unesco.
Back to Mola di Bari we ended our Italian part of studying eco-socially.
“Last but not least” they say the sugar comes at the end, went back to Dubrovnik where we visited
Desa, “Desa, today has 250 regular members, 25 active volunteers and 6 permanent staff. From its
inception until today, DESA has successfully conducted 13 major projects, organized seven major
seminars, and participated in various conferences in the country and abroad. DESA each year
organizes educational programs: language courses, computer courses, workshops of old crafts, and
workshops of local products. Today is an ongoing 5 projects that DESA carried out in collaboration
with domestic and foreign partners.” With this last visit to an organization, we closed the whole
chapter of learning through visiting. But our study continues online for 5 more months, and the
overall result from all participants and from each esenssee trainer, presenter, professor, comes
after.

